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ABSTRACT

Interaction of two parallel, infinitely long and thin selenoids

confining the quantized fluxes nj and n2 is studied. By using the

Green function method, it is found that the vacuum expectation value

of the system's energy has a finite mutual Interaction term depending

on the distance a between the selenoids which implies an attractive

force per unit length given by F
I,2
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of non-trivial to^ological structures in the flat

spacetime leads to interesting physical effects due to the vacuum fluctuations

of the fields. A well-known example is the Casimlr effect {1]. The vacuum

expectation value of the electromagnetic stress energy tensor between two

uncharged parallel condutive planes depends on their separation, and produces

an attractive force on the plates which is proportional to the inverse

fourth power of the distance between then. In this effect, the boundary

planes constrain the electromagnetic field nodes to form a discrete set in

the perpendicular direction. In that respect the geometry is periodic in

the direction normal to the planes, thus the effective topology of the

space 1* R x S [2]. There exists a vast literature on Casimir problems

involving several other geometric boundaries [3].

A second interesting phenomena is the Aharonov-Bohm effect [A].

When an infinitely long and tightly wound selenold, with a magnetic field

S confined in it, is placed in the space, it is possible to create an

outside region in which there is a vector potential X, but the field

3 - v x X is zero. An electron moving in the outside region picks up an

extra phase e* which is determined by the line integral of A* along the

electron path

e* - e J dt-t (I)

For a closed path, this phase can be expressed in terms of the enclosed

magnetic flux

J J (2)

The phase in Eq.(l) is observable in the interference experiments. The

Aharonov-Bohw effect is due to the multiply connectedness of the space,

that is it can be considered to be of topological nature. In fact if one

could have an "impenetrable" cylinder, the sane effect would have been

obtained without making use of the vector potential [5].

The purpose of this work is to show that a force of Casimir type

can also be associated with the Aharonov-Bohm effect. We consider two

parallel selertoids which confine the quantized fluxes n, and n- vith-

in them, respectively. Following the customary method employed in studying

the Casimir force between parallel plates [2], one can calculate the

vacuum expectation value of the energy for the massless field by taking the

required coincidence derivatives of the Green function. The vacuum energy

includes the "self interaction" terms which involves
2 1

n2 , and a "mutual interaction" term with (.n-n̂

f and
The "self interaction"
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terms have some divergent parts, which are to be eliminated using some

suitable renormalization techniques. Hovever to investigate the force

between two flux tubes it is sufficient to consider the "mutual inter-

action" term which is finite. The "mutual interaction" term depends on the

distance between the fluxes, and by virtue of this fact, the tubes attract

each other by a force which is inversely proportional to the third power

of their separation.

II. THE GREEN FUNCTION

The Green function for a charged scalar particles of mass u in

the presence of an external electromagnetic potential A can be expressed

as a path integral

G(x,x') dW ^ | W dw (-t2 + 3 2 + Ae A-x)| (3)

Here the overdots indicate derivativBS with respect to the parameter time

w. The explicit form of the above path integral can be found in the

literature 16), However in deriving the Green function the compact formula

of Eq.(3) will be sufficient.

For an infinitely long and very tightly wound cylindrical selenoid

of radius R, which has its centre at the origin and axis in the x^

direction, the potential in the Outside region is given by

*_ 1
2* p ' c o s 6 x 2 )

where p, 8 are the polar co-ordinates in the

constant flux confined in the solenoid.

and * is t n e

Inserting the potential of Eq.(A) into Eq.O) we observe that the

interaction term can be integrated explicitly

~ [ dwUeA-x) - -i f dw e jj 6 - -1 e |̂  (e-e1 ± 2m)
0 0

(5)

with 8(w - 0) - 61, 8{w » W) - 8 . Here the integer n is the winding

number which distinguishes the different homotopy classes. In order to

take into account all the paths from x' to x we have to sum over n.

Thus, the Green function of Eq.(3) becomes

G(x
r; 7 -ie ^- {e-B1 + 2nn)

,x') - 2 e GH(*,x')
(6)
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where

GHCx.x')-j"
0

(7)

is the free Minkowski space Green function. Using the formal resemblance

with the well-known form of the free particle kernel for the non-relativistic

particle motion [7], G,, can be written as

i f dtl

8j ^

For the massless fields, it becomes [2]

D(x.x') =
(2T)2 l-(t-t')2 + (x-x1)2]

(8)

(9)

The Green function of Eq.(6) is not of the form suitable for our purpose.

In calculation of the expectation value of the energy"momentum tensor one

needs a Green function which is symmetric with respect to the points x, x1;

that is it should be of Hadamard's elementary function type [2]. This

suggests that we have to superpose two Green functions with (8-6') and

(8'-8) . We then renormalifce by subtracting the Minkowski space Green

function and obtain

G(x.x')

The use of the Poisson sum formula

ie ~ (6-81 + 2irn) -ie %- (8-6' + 2irn)

(10)

which implies the flux quantization

* . n ^

enables us to write the final form of the Green function

G (x,x') • (cos n(e'-8) - 1) Gu(x,x')

(11)

(12)

Note that for spinning particles 2Tin in Eq.(5) would be replaced by (nn,

thus the flux would be quantized to half of the value given by Eq.(ll).
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We also want to remark that the foregoing discussion of the interaction of

two aelenoids is valid whether the fluxes are quantized or not.

The formula (12) can easily be generalized to more than one selenoid

case.

If we have a second selenoid which is parallel to the first one and

centred on the x,-astis at x, - a, the Green function is

Gn n (x.x
1) - (cos n,(e-0') cos n,(e,-ftl) -1) GH(x,x') (13).

Here n^ and n^ are the quantized fluxes confined within the first and

second selenoids and the angle 9- is given by

sine. (14)

III. INTERACTION OF TWO SELENOIDS

We are interested in the interaction energy for a massless field

between two flux lines. For this purpose it is sufficient to consider the

mutual interaction terms, i.e. the terms involving the product nin2 *n

the vacuum expectation value of the energy [2]

<o|Ttt|o>
x x.

where

, cos n.(e-e') cos n,(8-8') - 1
-Kr 1 = —-2-s
2T,2 - (t-t')2 + (x-x')2

(15)

(16)

In the limit x -»x' the first two terms in Eq.(lS) cancel each other. Then

only the derivatives in x.x.,— plane contribute, and we can write

p •* p

a -» 0
- cosa)

8(cosn,a

il 22

where
2o2(l cosa)

a • e -

(17)

(18)
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In writing Eq.(l7) we have calculated the coincidence limit derivatives of

the denominator of D in the Cartesian co-ordinates. In order to
nln2

develop the remaining derivatives in Eq.(17) it is convenient to use the

differentiations with respect to a. ?or th»t purpose we first express

a, in terras of a ' . In the limit a;a2 + 0, and by using Eq.(14) we

write

sin n2 a2 cosB,)

°2

[p sin9(p cos9'-a) - psinB'(pcos8-a)]

• _2 \ _

which implies
(19)

With this result in hand the derivatives can be expressed as (for a + 0)

x " x l 2 t p a ' x 2 " x£

Using the Eqs.(20), (19) and (17) we obtain

(20)

n2n2
( P

2-«,) 2

(21)

To have a more symmetric formula we can shift the x, co-ordinate by

f+ f T n e n f o r t w 0 a t xl *l * i f ' the
tern of the energy density vacuum expectation value becomes

v "l"2 a2p2 sin29

((p2 a 2/4) 2 - a2p2cos29)2

interaction

(22)

By integrating the above expression over x,X2~Plane> w e obtain the total

interaction energy in the slice of space with unit thickness having the

normal in x3 direction

(23)
0 0" ""

To perform this integration it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless

variable v by
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v = 4p2/a2
(24)

We then obtain

n . n - . •» y-Ti

nl h2 ATT2 a 2 J J

4v sin 8

sin28)2

2 2
"ln2 (25)

i.e. E is inversely proportional to a . Here by virtue of symmetry
"ln2

around 8 = n we have written the range of 8 as from 0 to i, We observe

that the integrand of Eq.(25) is singular at the points v * 1, 8 = 0,n

where the flux tubes are located. To exclude the cross sections of the

flux tubes, we divide the integral Into two parts

The first term is defined as

dv + j

1+S

4v sin 8

(26)

(27)

where

4 - =|~ << 1, H - radius of the flux tubes (28)
a

l^ is the integration over the x-x^-plane excluding the ring of radius

1 and thickness 26. The integration over d6, which can be simplified as

4v sin 6

4vsin2B)2
• - H m

4vBsin28

can easily be integrated [8], We then have

o
Inserting the indefinite integral

dv + [ dv *^
J J (v-l)(v+l)
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dv v

we obtain

1+6

(2+6)2

which for S << 1 becomes

~ 1 (29)

The second term in Eq.(26) consists of the integration over the

ring of unit radius with'the thickness 26, excluding the cross section

of the flux tubes at 6 = 0,ii :

1+6 fii-6
dv de

4v sin 9

((vl) 2 + 4vsin2fi)2 (30)

In S «• 1 limit this integral can be written as (with u = v - 1)

duj
-6

CJ 1 +

sin26

(31)

Combining Eqs.(31), (29) and (26) into Eq.(25) we obtain (upto order 6)

2 2
" n

(32)

The presence of this interaction energy term in the region around

the selenoids, implies an attractive force per unit length given by

2 2
i- E
3a "

(33)
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IV. CONCLUSION

The existence of an attractive force between two selenoids is a

new example of Casirair interactions. This attraction connects two quantum

mechanical phenomena, namely the Casirair and Aharonuv-Bohm effects, which

are both attributed to the non-trivial topologies.

Finally, we would like to remark that, since the Casimir force

between the parallel plates and the Aharorov-Bohm scattering of electrons

frorc a confined flux are both experimentally verified, an experiment may

also be designed to observe the inverse third power attraction of Eq.(33)

between two selenoids.
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